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Inteniews for a werkend
director will be held Mondm and Titewia) from 3-5 p.m.
in the College I Mon. Further
Information
mailable from
Robbie sehnitzer, ASB personnel selection officer.
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Rally Goes Inside
As Rain Quiets
SFS Yesterday
Garage Plan.
Construction
Begins April
The multi -level Ninth Street
parking facility, to be finished by
September, 1969, is "clearly a case
of the most good for the greatest
number of people," Executive
Dean Grant Burton said yesterday.
The garage has been programed
for construction for at least "several years" Dean Burton said.
Architectural plans are being
prepared and will be completed by
April, with construction to begin
shortly thereafter, he said.
vriginally, the property acquisition division of the state’s Department of General Services had
planned to CViCt the tctUrtils of the
property bordered by Ninth, 10th,
East San Fernando and Elizabeth
Streets on Jan. 1. But the state
agreed to Dean Burton’s recommendations that they be allowed
to stay until the end of the semester.
The time from February to
April is needed by the state to
clear the land, Burton explained.
The owners of the property knew
and were negotiating the sale of
the land to the state for the garage when they rented the apartments in September. "It is unfortunate if the students did not
know that they could only stay
until the semester, but it should
have been the responsibility of the
landlords to relay the information," Burton said.
The parking garage will hold
2,000 cars at capacity for both
students and faculty.
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Rain Tuesday reduced the San
Francisco State College student
strikers to a small indoor rally.
Stench bombs were broken in
the Business and Social Sciences
Building, and waste baskets
were
afire in 1{1 0 other

Yell Leaders
Interviews for yell leaders for
tir will begin
the e Ing
It 1m in the Student Council chambers in the College
I Mon. 313 S. Ninth St., from
7-9 p.m.

buildings. A fire bomb fizzled
out in front of the Administration Building.
Otherwise the day was among
the calmest since the Black Students Union called a strike Nov. 6.
A rumored midafternoon attack on
the Achninistration Building failed
to materialize.
Most of the 18,000 students
were reported attending classes
normally.
Speakers addressing 150 applauding supporters in the cafeteria called for continuation and
extension of the strike.
Meanwhile, Theodore Meriam,
chairman of the State College
Trustees, rejected the San Francisco Labor Council effort to bring
in an outside mediator.
Meriam said, politely but firmly,
that it was "not appropriate" for
other agencies "to attempt to intrude."
Meriam said that Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, who reopened the College
Dec. 2 after being named acting
president, "is clearly making substantial progress in his struggle
against the very serious divisive
tactics of some faculty and students as well as a number of outside organizations."
He also noted that the American Federation of Teachers, which
has threatened to strike, has no
contract.

’Drop-Ini Show
Earl Hansen’s "Dmp-In" show
on KSJS will feature two Third
World Liberation Front spokesmen from San Francisco State tonight at 8:15.
As always with the student ombudsman’s 45-minute show, a
phone line will be open for students to call and a.sk questions
of his guests. The number is 2863314.
KSJS is on 90.7 FM.

Wafts To Speak
Scholar-in-Residence Alan Watts
will speak tonight at 9:15 in Morris Dailey Auditorium concerning
"The Two Worlds Colored and
Discolored "

Campaign Ends

Inter-Cultural (enter
Petition Drive Begins
Plans to climax a two-year campaign for an Inter-Cultural Center with an all-college petition
drive for acquiring campus space were announced yesterday by ASB president Dick Miner and
Kambiz Gootan, chairman of the Inter-Cultural Steering Committee.
Miner and Gootan, a 24-year-old Iranian student, issued a joint statement announcing plans
to establish an all -college United Nations on Campus by the end of the spring semester.
"If we can get the space, sve will be ready to go," Gootan said, "It will be a place where anyone can come to exchange cultural ideas and discuss mutual problenis."
Gootan said he has been work*
*
*
* * *
ing on the center idea since 1966
when he was president of the SJS
Internationl Students Organization. "I realized there was no central place for us," he said.
Benjamin Hazard, (I) associate professor of hisCRUNCH Dr.
tory, and Dr. Charles Chess, (r) assistant professor of drama,
demonstrate some of fhe sword drawing and Japanese fencing
techniques they will use in the Kendo exhibition sponsored by
Co-Rec tonight af 8:30 in the women’s gym. The event is free.

Koestler Book Subject
Of Faculty Book Talk
Dr. Paul Dickert, assistant professor of geology, will review "The
Gho.st in the Machine" by Arthur
Koestler, today at 12:30 p.m. in
Cafeteria A and B in a faculty
book talk.
"In his book, Koestler argues
basic questions in the philosophy
of science. In effect, he argues that
human is an organism whose behavior may not be reduced to simple elements representable by
nothing more than the laws of
physics or chemistry," said Dr.
Dickert.
The author also argues that biological evolution is not a result of
random mutation preserved by
natural selection and that man is
indeed an evolutionary mistake.
"Man, whose self aggressive instincts derived from ancestors well
down the evolutionary chain are
not balanced by communal tendencies resulting from his recent
evolution into a human," explained
Dr. Dickert.
According to Dr. Dickert, Koest-

ler suggests, in all seriousness that
the human species is on the waY
to self-destruction unless some
mean.s can be found to cure his
paranoia.
Koestler further suggests a solution in psycho-pharmacology, a
development of a "Pill," which
can be taken to inhibit this trend
toward self-destruction.
Dr. Dickert did his undergraduate work at the University. of Chicago and completed his graduate
studies at Stanford University.
His special interests include that
of marine mineral deposits and
he teaches oceanography and natural sciences as well as geology.

Today’s Weather
Cloudy this morning with a
brief hem-y shower, then slowly
clearing this afternoon. Sunny
tomorrow. High today at SJS:
59. Rain probability 70 per oent
today.

IDEA GROWN
Since that time, however, the
idea has grown to include all students, the faculty and the community. Organizations such as
Lockheed, IBM and the Rotary
Club have expressed interest and
a willingness to help, Gootan said.
Miner and ASB Vice President
Bill Langan have been working on
the problem this year. At Langan’s
urging, Student Council recently
adopted a resolution urging the
college to turn over the present
Spartan Bookstore when it moves
to the new College Union.
New efforts to gain the space
for the center include a petition
drive and an all-college meeting
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
’ACTIVE SUPPORT’
Ten campus ethnic clubs will be
circulating the petition until
Christmas vacation. Details of the
meeting will be announced later,
Miner said.
"We need to get active support
on this," Miner continued. "Establishment of this center is one of
the most overlooked needs at
SJS."
"This wil’ not be just for foreign studeats," Gootan emphasized. "Loneliness is common to
all students. But there are common problems we can all tackle.
If each of us finds at least one
permanent friend, the ProJect will
he suecessful."

Recall Campaign To Begin
Against ASB Pres. Miner
myself. I have brought many important problems to the attention
of the president and he has failed
to even study these problems.
"I am not questioning Miner’s
character, only his performance. I
and will rewill not seek out
outside help in this recall
ject
movement from any outside
group," he said.
The petitions, which will require
2,300 student signatures, will be
available on Seventh Street, according to the Iranian journalism
student.
The petition states: "We the
undersigned, being duly registered
students of SJS, do hereby demand that ASB President Dick
Miner be recalled from office."
The petition then cites three reasons for justifying a student’s sigCompiled from Associated Press nature.
"The petition is admittedly
NEW YORK President-elect
vague, because I want to give
Richard M. Nixon made two early
each student the opportunity of
cabinet appointments yesterday,
signing it for whateveT reasons he
naming sociologist Daniel Patrick
sees fit," Javid explained.
Moynihan as his special consultant
on urban affairs and William P.
Rogers as his secretary of state.
The new President is scheduled to
Orientation leader interview
announce the rest of his cabinet
tonight at 7 p.m. P.S.T. on na- signups for the spring semester
are being conducted at the tables
tional television.
on Seventh Street today and toPARIS U.S. and North Viet- morrow.
The interviews will be given
namese envoys met yesterday, but
that’s about all that happened, as in the cafeteria snack bar at 7:30
their deadlock at the Vietnam and 9:30 tonight through Thursday night.
peace talks continued.
Bahman Javid, SJS foreign student, says he will launch a recall
campaign against ASB President
Dick Miner today.
Javid claims Miner has failed
to recognize and consider the
needs of the foreign students on
campus.
"This is a one-man recall,"
Javid said. "I don’t want anyone
saying that I represent anyone but

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Leader Signups

Most Asked Questions

Sex Life vs. Mosquitoes Life in the Peace Corps?
By JEFF MI’LLINS
spartan Daily Staff Writer
Is the Peace Corps all work and no
play?
After the elght-to-five work shift, what
can the young volunteer expect to do
with his free time other than crawl into
a nup-tent and swat mosquitos?
What happens to my sex life when I’m
stationed overseas?
Inquisitive college students often ask
these very questions, according to Bill
Niederberger, a 27-year-old Peace Corps
representative visiting SJS this week.
"Those are quite legitimate questions,’’
said Niederberger. "Just heefillSe one joins
the Corps it doesn’t mean one gives up
the finer things in life for nothing but
work, work, work!"
Niederberger usually answers such
queries by informing the student that.
"First, there is no such thing as a timetable or work shift. Volunteers work
when there is work to be done.
"As far as crawling into a pup-tent
and vvaving at mosquitos, it ali depends
where the volunteer chooses to work,"
said Nietierberger.
Photo by Lance Jobson
PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVES presently
informing SJS students about the movement’s
1969 program are, from left to right, Janice

Gulley, Bill Niederberger, Bob and Jane Minqori and John Exeter.

’ACTION IN TOWN’
"If the volunteer lives In a city, he
sprays on mosquito repellent and heads
for the action in town."

According to Niederbcrger, Latin American cities offer great after-hours enjoyment, especially for young people.
"Everyone is out in the streets after
the girls walking slowly in one
dinner
direction, the boys walking even slower
the other way. It’s the way they meet
members of the opposite sex," said Mederberger.
ile said that a Peace Corpsman shouldn’t worry about his sex life being drastically altered.
"In some countries sex is viewed somewhat more progressively than in America."
TOUGHEST QUESTION
The toughest qttestion Niederherger
mttst answer is, "How can I. a Black
or Brown, work to solve some other
country’s problems when mine has so
many of its own?"
According to Niederberger, "The Peace
Corps doesn’t attempt to recruit persons
who feel this way and are working on
problems at home. They are already doing
their thing.
"But If you have been active in the
U.S.. if y.ou believe you’ve been hitting
a brick wall, that your perspective has
been dangerously narrowed, then Peace
Corps might be considered as an alternative."
Boh Kelley, a 2h-year-olcl Black 4,111 -

dent at &TS. .Aplained wily he and his
wife have joined the Peace Corps and
plan to work in Monrovia, Central Africa.
’TOSSED IN JAIL’
"I’ve ahvays had an interest in social
service and community development,"
said the senior business finance major.
"Then last year in Kentucky when I became involved in community action, I WM
tossed in jail."
Kelley pointed to the burning racial
issue as a reason he has become frustrated with trying to help solve problems
in America.
"Illiteracy and poverty are the Black
man’s dilemma," he said. "In Monrmia
I will be able to help these people. In
the U.S. I’m caught between the militants
and their philosophy and my own way of
solving problems."
Kelley believes he can do more for
an oppressed people with the racial is,suo
essentially "out of the picture, like in
Monrovia."
Niederherger agreed with Kelley. He
said the Peace Corps objective is to help
people in other countries help themselves.
"With the racial issue the way it is
in the U.S.." he concluded, "it’s often
more difficult for minorities to alter their
level of literacy and wealth here than in
many foreign countries."
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Richard Bonin:

Diet Scheme
Subverts U.S.

I LY
DACOLLEGE
PARTANSTATE
SAN JOSE
Editor

Phil Stone ----

Aduertising Mgr.

have a gripe. The major populous of
America is a mass of fat. mei-eating gluttons, or at least that’s 1111.
it SettIllS
front the number of low calorie food
products on the market todav.
Now I don’t mind low ealorie foods so
long as I don’t him. to use them. When
0111. is as skinny as I am. he catiI take
chatwes with low calorie foods.
need all
the calories I can have. jtet to stay alive.

bramdtes. %shoo are hindering the pass

But this increase in f000is for fat people
seems to me to be dangerous. It is becoming a real problem. It could, in fact,
mean the eventual extinction of that seemingly minority group who have no wtight
problems. As the no-val or low -cal foods
and drinks increase. the regular forms of
eat and drink are being pushed off the
shelves. People who do not need dietary
produets may eventually be forced to eat
them to survive. But eating these foods
may cause their eventual disappearance as
they continue to loose weight from their
already slender bodies.

John Hurley

Editorial

Right To Vote
students de-erve the opportunity to
re% ised Sli constitution as

s.,da oon a
-0,1/1

their own personal reasons and gains.

EIOSttillei
urge Student Conncil chairman
Langan too give the constitution

Bill

age of a rev bled document. mainly for
.1fter more than two years of waiting. this year’s council owes the stu-

11..di council priority. Vs e believe that
sAith Langoon’s prodding. council would

dent hotly a document which may well

he able to pre,:ent a revised cootistitutto the %titer, before the semester

ernment.

break.

ment this year for not giv ing us the

Tsto prev Mu- councils have worked
hard ton the constitution revision. only

rev iscol document already. Hut we do

et111 salt of tittle at the end ill the

atory work. and some 10 weeks so far

year. anti thus their time-consuming
efforts apparently went to) nought.

this year. that the document can be

Near. council has had a

t!ii

litot

improve tho operation of student gove do not criticize student govern-

think that after two years of prepar-

DIETARY MOVEMENT

presented to the student hooly before
... Watch that first step !

the end of this r.elotester.

head start and has heen working hairol
on

the

rev isions.

Langan

originally

said at the beginning of the semester

Thrust and Parry

HIM he hoped to have the constitution
before the student body by the end of
October.

Student Council Not Representathe

l’toot rev ising a constitution does take
Editor:

several

I’d like to know just where the SJS Student
Cuuncil gets off spending several hundred

courted

gr..at

root root e
is

iot I

rightfully

changes

which

discussing

tto

extent.

But ss:. alo are aware of the actions
p,00lc
student government.
c\itettlie

and legtislatiye

dollars of Atill funds (about $750, I’m told)
to sue Dr. Clark and others without even
making a token effort to ask the rest of the
student
for an ()pinion on the matter!
*Even tho
Dovernment checks itself for

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
S 1NT

CIARA t NIVERSITY
toeti,ing 011 (411110111C $C11001S
111111.,
7’4.1 i- arnticipating the visit of Sen. Edward Kenneth. this Sunday afternoon who
will dedicate the Kenneth. 11eitiorial \lull
to his kvo assassinated brothers. Kennedy
will rereive an honorary doctorate degree
in Saida Clara before attending a Bay
Area loud -raising dinner.
BIRTH CONTROL
is Catholic. they are invoked no the birth control issue and debate, mil artificial contraception, papal
di cr.,- and the church position are freddenik held.
D.1.)- STUDENTS
I ; sl DS are forming at SCU. The
;-,1
for I idled Day Students was
formed to unite ?1 commuting students
with boartler-r. -plents on campus.
tmolt CHEER
A raffle t’
rpl SQ.. cheerleaders to
ilayyaii for a 1,-1,lb:ill tournament after
i
short of the $2.0011
goal. I 01, rill,
Clarans want to
ir holiday cheer on
side of
the
PROFESSOR POCHE
Marc [’oche, unsuccessful candidate for

Susy

by using a Grand jury made op of
randomly selected citizens to indict those
suspected of breaking federal law.
The Student Council can hardly be called
representative of the SJS student body in
a matter of such importance. Only about
5,000 students (if that many), voted on the
present council. Individual council members
may have gotten only about 3,000 votes considering that class representatives are only
voted on by members of that class. One
thousand votes out of 23,000 students can
hardly be called representative when talking
about bringing a suit of thLs importance.
Do you agree with what the council is
doing?
Are you aware that if you disagree there
is little you can do but complain?
The council is aware of it! They know
error

time. and %se fully realize there art.

the 2511t Assembly Di.trict seat, is an associate proleor of law at SCU, according to The Sapid Clara.
141:-.11 OFFICES
The new student body offices at SCU
feature intliyidual offices with blue and
green striped carpet and walnut desks
and a central lobby milli leather chairs.
The nci, facilities cost the stmlent government . out and hopefully will reduce
the confusion of previously crowded
Uurkittg conditions.

tflioLit: t, oF AmEnicA
An editorial -campaign- by the Tower
in NN ashinumu. it. C.. resulted in a bunt-in
11:iti ealutiir. parking tickets one evening in protest of campus security measures and the parking problem.
edittr acted as master of ceremonies and the managing editor lit the
works up in front of 1.00 CU students.
One partietildrIv di -liked cop who gave out
21:1 of the tii ki t- ys.c. pri,eitted the ashes
from the bonfire.
FR UG AI. M ON’ ES
Catholic University, in the nation’s
hope- to have $80,0(K) during this
school year le doing away with maid and
linen services itt the dormitories.

action,

there

has

Think about it for awhile!
Janice

eil war, we hate you so, let us talk
peace. Listen to the words of the poet,
Miss Nhat Chi Mai, in Vietnam.
"I have written almost ten letters.
"Tomorrow I shall prepare myself for
the ceremony to burn myself.
"I told the press. the photographers and
some dear friends who will come to the
place where I shall btorn myself, hut I
have not told them what will happen
there."
Dear God! To burn yourself? Listen
first to the words of the reporters, Associated Press, from Pario,, where men are
working for peace.
REFUSING TO YIELD
"Officials said South Vietnam was refusing to yield to the efforts of the Communists to portray the talks as a foursided affair. Thus the Saigon delegation
was said to have decided against sitting
at a square table
. They (Saigon) en -

should be left in the hands of competent,
experienced non -students who have been
around $111CY the school first opened.
Ilave they no respect? How can they
use a court of law to take their president
before a judge and determine whether he
the right to deny these grants-in-aid?
Certaittly college admintsrators and the
chancellor’s office cannot let this sacrilege
be co llllll itted.
I mean if this suit actually goes to couri,
and by some miracle the students leave
the courtroom victorious, where will it all
end?
Think of it.
Everytime a student believes he has been
wronged by the proper college authorities,
he could take them to court.
Has this young generation lost all sight
of everything we hold holy aud venerable?

l’he proof of this can be found on the
shelves of ativ grocery store where no-cal
products art’ scheming to eliminate,
t It r o g
consumption, the Amerivan

been

little response.
They don’t really care what you and I
think!
Speaking of hyprocisy, isn’t this the same
attitude the council screams about when the
administration hands us something we don’t
like? Yet the council is doing the very same
thing! They cry for student representation
as long as it’s the right students that are represented . . . the council and their friends.

Low -cal labels are going t lllll oticed as
skinny people aleent-mindedly buy them
up, taking off pounds non-sensibly.
But dietary tactics are moving out in
the open. Most major soft drink companies
have put out an exact copy of their tto)ual
drink. A noronal-sseighteol purchaser has to
search in vain to find milk thou is not
no-fat or made especially for waist watchers.

_

A 6551

Torch To Enlighten Ignorance

Lost Sight of Everything Holy?
titian, who’ve gotten completely out of
hand.
I men’ college administrators anol state
offieidl, were good enough to give eollege
studei.i. a nice iiitul box to play in in the
first place: namely. student government.
Then, those obnoxious students have the
audacity to turn around and slap their
pros itlers in the face.
’The chancellor’s office and the state
board of trustees have done everything
pos-ible to make students happy.
Cood grief, student government has
plete tontrol of whoot bands will play
at the Big Dance, what the school’s colors
will be, and sometinus they even decide
the school’s alma under.
Don’t they realize that such matters as
academic currieulum and most problems
concerning a majority of the student body

against its present

Kenyon Jordan:

Lydle:

Dere comt de judge.
t- %our honor, we’re s
g our college pre,idetti."
Cdo .tit dig it!
Can
imagine the nerve SJS’ ASII
has to take our president, Robert I).
1:lark. to court over such a silly thing as
"affirming the right of any student or
athlete to follow the dictates of his conscience."
After all, those Black athletes who boycotted the BYU football game, just’ hecause the Mormons consider Blacks to be
the mark of Cain, are going to get financial assistomee anyway.
Store, President Clark buckled to the
threats of White football players bolt
what’s the big deal about taking away a
little grant-in-aitl?
Here’s a lotting’ of upstart college pub -

that you eanion
them from
office before at lea
The procedures involved would L..1:, at least that long!
Even though diet, ligs been much concern
registered with thi council by students

’This dietary mosement. present all over
ihe United States, may, in fact, cause the
extermination of all Americans, btoth fat
and skinny. As overweight persons lose
weight. they will hase too normal food to
return to and thus they too will disappear
as their skinnier comrades did earlier.
It is obvious to me that our enemies
have taken over the food industries to
perpetuate this monstrous atrocity against
the Antorican people.

dorsed an American proposal that there
should he two rettangular tables facing
each other ... "
TEN LITERS
Boot surely this can’t noean
"I bought tett liters of Shell oil for
burning.
"The place for my immolation, which I
chose, is the ’Too Nghien Pagoda.
"I had an idea of choosing a Mare near
a Catholic Church, or a public park, or a
historical plaee, but did not carry them
out."
"The main points of procedure still to he
settled ... include ... the placing of national or party flags and nameplates on
the conference table. The South Vietnamese were said to be totally against the
use of ans emblems that might suggest a
separate or independent identity for the
NI.F. ssloich they consioltr a tool of
Hanoi."
No, wait, Miss Nhat Chi! It’s only a
slight delay! Surely you won’t
"Before my face anol behind my back
there will be two slogans which I wrote:
JOIN IN PRAYER
"I join and how in prayer to the Mother
Maria, the Mother Bodhisattva, helloing to
realize smoothly my aspiration.
"I pro; ll l myself to take this body i0
make a torch - - to enlighten ignorance,
to wake up men: to bring Peace for
Vietnam."
" ... The order of speeches at the opening session. The South Vietnamese were
reportedly insistent that the NLF leader,
Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh, should not in any
circumstances be allowed to speak before
Lam, the chief of Saigon’s delegation.
"I shall bow in prayer courageously
composing myself, and sitting down exactly
’1st the red flames.
"I shall kneel to join in making a lotus,
and murmur -- Vietnam."
So burn on., Nhat Chi. And talk on,
I we are all seeking
diplomats. It is g
peace in our uwu ways.

THREATENING INDEPENDENCE
Anol theso pound -pinching ideas have
been pressed on the youth of America,
with the foreed indoetrination of no-sugarneeded instant drink-.
The problem is threatening the very
fiber of American independence. It is
time for the population of America to
rise up in protest, physical viohnce if
need be, to put down this evil that has
blinded our overweight population. Let
us, through sit-ins and marthes on the Deand Welpartment of Health, Educat’
fare, destroy this menare that is taking
over the country.
Will we remain idle while this subversive movement attempts to exterminate
America. We must put this down now
while we still have a pound to put on.
Eat, eat all you can now. Store it up. I’d
rather be a happy fat man than a vanislting quantity of gaunt fhsh and hones. If
we don’t stop this now, our enemies will
just sit back and watch us diet ourselves
to thath.
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Peace Corps May
Bridge SJS Gap
By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
SJS is "more conservative than
when I left it," according to an
alumnus who is back here this
week as a Peace Corps recruiter.
Bob Mingori, a ’67 graduate in
electrical engineering, analyzed
the campus change after a year in
Brazil with the Peace Corps.
"The lines are more finely
drawn," he said. "The radicals’
tactics have alienated a number
of people and sent them to the
conservatives.
"It’s a polarization. The conservative bloc at SJS is definitely
larger than before."
Asked if the Peace Corps could
do anything about the wide split,
Mingori said that returned volunteers from the corps might establish a dialogue between the factions.
"In other countries we work
where there’s a wide gap," he
said. "There the gap is between
rich and poor. Our job is to bridge
that gap and make the rich more
responsive to the needs of the
poor.
’SAME THING’
"It’s the same thing here.
There’s another kind of gap to be
bridged. The only way we can be
moved one way or another is
through dialogue."
The political left and right have

JET CHARTERS
For 4ontmer ilt4ht. a 4 to 12 weeks
I run.
t
u 1
lun Hrta,I4
Ant.ierdam

$275-S295. (one
gur 1 ur

uchur
4...

way 8175)

Prol. Fraut 1.441
14,4. 40803

Tel. 213/438.2179

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection, 40 Basset+ St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your staff or
ASB card
MOVIE & STILL
Cameras Supplies
Projectors
Equipment
developing printing
repairs

Can Jew

CAMERA SHOP
245 South First

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

I already been talking with t he
Peace Corps recruiters here, Millgori said.
"We’ve had a sort of interchange
with the radicals. Neither side bent
to() much," he explained.
The right wingers, he said.
"came by and sort of sneered at
us. But that’s all right because it ,
just adds points to (a.u. side."
The left has criticized the Peace
Corps for allegedly spreading
American imperialism. By working
in Iran, Peace Corps workers ale
accused by Iranian students ot
"smothering our revolution," Mingori said.
’CAN’T CHANGE’
Bill Niederberger, another of
the six-man team of Peace Corpsmen manning a Seventh Street
table this week, said he did not
entirely disagree with the Iranians.
"In foreign cotudries we go and
do what they tell us to do. We
can’t really change that much as
Americans from the outside. We’ve
worked under every kind of government: under left, right, mili"
tary juntas, nationalist
By speaking in classroom.s,
which they have been doing by Invitation since setting up here last
week. the Peace COMS representatives are working toward the
dialogue they seek. Mingori emphasized they go in first as people, second as Peace Corpsmen.
"Sometimes vve don’t even mention the Peace Corps in our talks."
he said. "We just talk about whatever we can to relate to the students as people."
As far as actual recruiting is
going, Mingori said 30 to 40 students have signed to take the Lan- I
guage Aptitude Test. This is the
first step for students interested
in Peace Corps work.
Applicants should be either’
seniors or available for work
within 12 months.
The Peace Corps table will be
out the rest of this week on Seventh Street.

Religious Movie
To Run Saturday
At Jonah’s Wail

"Where The People Are," a
film depicting a young man trying
to understand the church today,
will be screened Saturday night
at 8:30 and 11:30 at Jonah’s Wail
Coffee House.
The film describes the development of the understanding of a
seminary student with respect
to the problems facing him in contemporary life, according to the
Rev. Roy Hoch, campus Lutheran
minister from the Campus Christian Center, located at 10th suid
San Carlos Streets.
"In the film, one can see a
good example of the generation
gap, which is culminated when the
student turns in his draft card,"
the Rev. Hoch said.
The film shows the struggle between the young and old, and the
"young man’s desire to understand the church of today," the
Rev. Hoch added.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
All icoT zny eat

$1

Answers Your Questions
About:
Salaries
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirementi

CALL 0[:)286-9622
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and see IBM
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AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
an Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation
25 N. 14th San Jose, 95112

Monday through Thursday
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Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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Prism 1

New College Magazine Out
Hall, 294-8741. Aiso copies may
still be available at the reception
desk of the New College faculty
offices, ext. 2823.

By JAY CARTER
students involved. Prism 1 proSpartan Dally Staff Writer
duced 500 copies. Hereafter the
Prism I, the first issue of Newl journal will be funded by New
according
College’s unofficial magazine is College activity funds,
to PlidM contribtitor Louis Osofout. The magazine, long awaited sky, and 1000 copies of each issue
in New College, was distributed are hoped for.
this past weekend.
OBTAIN COPY
Prism 1 is intended to be a I
gathering of reflections of New 1 To obtain a copy of Prism. conCollege. The issue’s leading featurel tact Steve Takakuwa Room 331 or
is a full-length six-page interview Kathy Roberts Room 202 in Allen
with Provost Dr. Harold DeBey.
Interviewee DeBey leads the
reader into some interesting and t
little-known facts about the inception of the New College that go
far back as three years, explains
how he came into New College
and explains how he views its role
and future.

Phclo by

Dlana

Kelly

PREPARED TO ENTERTAIN in their native dress and customs,
are, from left to right, Atsuko Hirose, Toshihiro Sakamoto and
Taeko Mifune. The trio e:re par+ of a Japanese Cultural Exhibition, "Tokyo Night Festi,,al: A Taste of Japanese Culture" which
will be held in the Music Building Concert Hall, Saturday at
8 p.m. A small donation will be taken at the door and everyone
is invited to attend this pre -holiday festival.

’It’s Great,’
Says Winner
Of Photogenic
By (:.itv WAHINE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"It’s great! I won!"
These were the first reactions
of Retta Wells, junior social science major when she discovered
at 10 p.m. Friday she had won the
Miss Photogenic contest.
"I figured that everyone was
afraid to tell me that I had lost.
which is why the announcement
was coming so late. So I was really
flabbergasted when I heard that
I’d won, after about giving up
hope."
The Miss Photogenc Contest.
sponsored by Theta Sigma Phi,
women’s journalistic honorary society, was conducted by having
voters cast their ballots with pennies. Miss Wells won with more
than $70.
BRAILLE DONATION
The contest raised a total of
$168.24, which will be donated to
the Braille Institute for guide dogs
for the blind.
The runners-up were Jane Kato.
Barbara Thatcher, Esther Reyes
and Maria Leon. The runners-up
all received dinners for themselves
and a date at two local restaurants, plus tickets to the Century
theaters.
Miss Wells, as the winner. gets
a host of prizes, donated by local
businesses. They include pizzas
from Shakey’s and Red Ram, a
corsage from Rose Marie’s, a gift
certificate from Cal Book Store,
a bracelet from Spartan Book
Store, candy from McFarlanes,
free cleaning at Arnold Palmer’s I
and a crystal serving dish from
I’s Jewelers.
OTIIER Girrs
Besides these gifts, Miss Wells
will receive two records from Discount Records, two dinners at Seven Sails restaurant and will haw
her hair done at Crunpus Beauty
Salon.
Miss Wells will also model for
the spring issue of Sparta Life
magazine, but she believes that
her future lies in elementary
school teaching rather than in
vvinning contests.
Miss Wells concluded, "I’m so
glad that the contest proceeds ai
going to such a worthy cause, aiaL
I would like to thank all 111,-.
who voted for me."

law and Order
Is A Racist Plot’
Questioned Today

"Resolved: That Law and Order
Is a Racist Conspiracy" is the
topic of the third Oxford Union
Debate today at 12:15 p.m. in
morris Dailey Auditorium.
’rhe debate, sponsored by OASIS,
;1. student organization of the
Speech Department, differs from
formal debates because it solicits
audience participation and response.
As the audience files into the
auditorium, they choose to sit on
either the affirmative or the nega-,
tive side of the house.
RETTA WELLS
During the hour-long debate,
.. Miss Photogenic
hissing and booing is pemitted,
if not encouraged. At any time,
the members of the audience can
change sides.
After the debate, as the audience exits, a door count is made
to determine which side won.
The "Fugawees" are the champions of the All -College Volleyball
Tournament sponsored by Co-Rec
after winning two out of three
"Why Man Creates," an awardfinals over the "Independents."
Undefeated in tournament play, winning film, will be shown tomor"Fungawees" team members were row at 7:30 p.m. in E326, spore,
Ben Bower, captain, Janet Ryan, sored by the SJS Advertising
Larry Falcinella, Pam Kruzie, Club.
The film, using cartoons, animaDave Dougan and Suzie Dougan.
Placing second, "Independents" tion and quick-cut techniques,
team members were Al Meersand, surveys creativity from contemFred Luke, John Waterman, Diane porary and historical standpoints.
Since its release in August, the
Maddern, Mary Schumaker and
film has won several awards inKathy Schuma ker.
Third place in the tournament cluding those from the San Francisco International Film Festival
went to the "NADS."
The Spartan "Oriocci" won the and the International Film and TV
Festival of New York.
best organization team trophy.

by Pant -Her
is the perfect gift selection
for the Holiday Season.
Assorted colors in wools
and crepes.

41

thing on the
The hottest
market.

Personal
Student
Advisor
Kathy: Overdrawn
again? Incredible! Fly
home this weekend on
PSA (charge it) for
cram course in addition and subtraction.
Your loving and saintly
father.
P.S. All you have to do is
phone your campus rep:
FRAN COHN
295-7868
From San Jose to L.A. or
Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50.
San Diego, $19 85 Super 727
Jets. PSA gives you a lift.

$12.99
Beautiful gift wrapping FREE
all bank
charges

validated
parking
open mon.

thru fri,

9-9

Sunday

on campus, keep money, credit
cards, driver’s license, just return my
Buxton wallet, reward.

Buxton, the wallet people
value more than their
valuables
LORD BUXTON
All leather wallets, card tainers, key
holders. Sturdy, one year guarantee,
replacement free of charge. $4 to
$12.50.

LADY BUXTON
Wallets, mini -purses, cigarette holders and lighters, holder for glasses
Available in a
all guaranteed.
variety of colors. $6 to $15.

10th St Pharmacy
294-9131

16th & Santa Clara

Ad Club Film
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OLD TOWN THEATRE
PRESENTS

"The Fanfasficks

This sparkling musical scored one of the most
resounding offBroedwey successes in New York
theatre history, running over 6 years .
Completely sold out October 4th and Sth
when first produced at the Old Town Theatre.
"The Fentesticks" will be presented aqa,n by
popular request . . . A speo;n1 ferni’y free+
for ell bur the very vc,
9:00 P.M.
DEC. 13, 14, 20 & 21
$2.50
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SAN JOSE DRAMA DEPARTMENT

pre4sestb
BOB MERRILL’S

CARNIVAL

Tickets at Old Town

Macy’s and Sears

PHONE: 354-6601
SO UNIvERSiTY AVENUE
LOS GATOS

DEC. I I, 12, 13, 14.

.44Mt41.41141.4M) 444 ’WWI

Wed. & Thurs. $2.00 General

$1.00 Students

Fri. & Sat. $2.50 General $1.25

Students

Seats Are Available
BOX OFFICE OPEN 1:00-5:00 MON.-FRI.
5TH & SAN FERNANDO STREETS

,silvfotsh yoo
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Mem Christmas
Spartan Doily

EDITION

104)/0 OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD
184 S. Second St.
751 E. Santa Clara

(only 6 days ’fil it’s yours)

Two locations fo serve you
ST SAN JOSE

293-7700

12.5

LOST: WALLET

’Fugawees’ Win
Ball Tournament

Payless Cleaners
"My Pay 11(ope"

"THE CITY PANT"

Nay

EXPRESS IDEAS
Students and other faculty %vete I
views of New College roles and its
future, a.s well as express their
ideas of New College living and 1
humanism with poetry, prose and
records of panel discussions.
Although the difficulty of beH
ginning delayed the appearance of
the magazine, the editors plan to
soon begin a bi-monthly publication. Prism 2 is scheduled to appear immediately before or right
after Christmas vacation and will
focus on campus politics.
Prism 3 is also now underway,
it is reported.
The first issue was financed by
the private plirses of some of the

IRG4414
e26 SOUTH FIRCr Sr.

0

0

Cagers Idle After
Whipping Nevada
SJS’ basketball team rolled to
its second straight win of the
season Mondaj night when it
doaned the Wolfpack of the lin). versity of Nevada 96-70.
’Dandy’ Darnell Hillman went
wild as he tanked 21 points and
daminated the boards along with
another Spartan, Coby Dietrick.
Hillman chalked one up for the

36
.2436
HOW
IT
FIGURES:
Interesting statistics,
right? Look at them one
way, and you get 96. Look
at them another way . . .
long enough . . . and what
you’re likely to get is married. From that point on,
you multiply. So do your responsibilities. It pays to plan
for responsibilities. You can
do this now by investing in
a life insurance program
that can provide the foundation for a sound financial
structure. The earlier you
start, the less if costs, and
the more security you’ll
have a chance to build.
Stop by our office today.
Or give us a call, and let’s
talk about subtracting
something from your life:
Financial worry.

a

CY 7-1136

Street
E. William

F41.00 & tip

GIFTS i men., toiletries
.1112/4, #k7.11U

§U#

PRESCRIPTIONS
11\_)4U4k

$189

I I dates to choose from!
Send for details. Reser,e Early!

T-M TRAVEL

18T11

60 No. First St., San Jose, Calif.
Phone 293-1033

The Pape,..the
Premier of RuE,sia...
the eve of World War III.

a
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COW TO PROCTORS FOB THE IMST

DS SMITHY Of MIDI AND ASSURANCE

JO#.1k11M.I. )4. )... A 4

rn,sy, presents
Englund prnouct,on

Sir Laurence Mier

Pan3visiori..ire Metrocolor

SENIOR CENTER Bob Scott shows the form which makes his
hook so effective for the Spartan cagers. Scott is a definite
scoring threat from 17 feet out and has improved his defense. He
is an accounting major from Stockton.

Top Gymnasts Here
For SiS Invitational
By JIM PAXTON
Spartan natty Sports Writer
The greatest gymnasts ill California tail! be competing it) ihe
San Jose
Invitational,
Fridaj
1evcning, at 7:00, in the Spartan
, Gym.
Twenty colleges and universities
I be represented in the seven event
!competition. including the NCAA
; champions California, and the col’ lege division champions, San Fernando Valley State College.
For the first time, due to the
large numlx.r of entries, three
events will take place simultaneously. This three ring effect was
necessary because there are about
30 contestants in each of the six
international events and the spec1.
trampoline competition.
According to SJS gymnastics
coach, 13ob Peavy, several unatj tached individuals have been invited to participate in the invi. tational including ex-SJS star
, ’Tony Coppola.
Coppola. an SJS graduate, will
. participate in all events. He placed
1second in rings in the NCAA last
. 1 vear and also finished high in the
parallel bars and high bar.
enter 10 men in the
SJS

1

South
10th

,111t101M

SAN JOSE PUPLIC
ENGAGEMENT
BEGINS W ED N E SD A Y
DECEMBER

Oskar Werner
David Janssen
Vittorio De Sica
Leo KfleKern
SirJohn Gielgud
Barbara Jefford
Rosemarie Dexter

(Right Downtown)

gilt scraps
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off to
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Anthony Quinn

347 S. 1st.
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THE SHOES
OF THE
FISHERMAN

’Our food is homemade"

CHRISTMAS

South 10th

When

ROUND TRIP & ONE WAY

Food
to Go

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

The place to go!

parade.

IFT
I

,,

Sal & Luigi
Pizzeria

century of dedkated service

I

and Dennis Lombard
were lauded at the club’s weekly
luncheon at Mariani’s Restaurant
in Santa Clara.
Hind, called the nation’s top
supermim by coach Lee Walton,
scored seven goals in the Spartans’
three wins to lead the victory

r&Books Inc. 111.

OF Pell,0111.1.M14

t

EUROPE ’69
All Jet Charters on
Certified Carriers

tournament.
Greg Hind

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

LIFE

00111/16C

slow start in the championship I.(
1,1, team in the semi-finals.
tSC
tan. Lornitald
game. Hind scored two quick goal .1, t
., goal
tit
to first tie and then put SJS aht.a.1
it S..ii
.
and 11,1,i
for good.
Beach scoreless ln t Ilt.
Lombard blocked
shots and Lotig
tvco penalty throws when the Spar- rhaMpitInghil3 game, the first time
tans beat the then top ranke1
ti has been blanked this yea’ .

YOU CAN’T BEAT
BOOKS FROM SAN
JOSE’S BIG BOOKSTORE

E NT

MUTUAL

The SJS water polo tearn is still
receiving praise for its conquest in
the NCAA National Invitational
tournament held over the weekend
in the Belmont Plaza Pool in
Long Beach.
’Tuesday, the Santa Clara Valley
Sports Writers and Broadcasters
honored two of the team members
as college athletes of the week
for their outstanding play in the

FOR THE BEST XMAS
GIFT YOU CAN FIND
ANYWHERE.

Beer &
Wine

1968

SJS Poloists Feted

books as he tipped Olt,. ball an tor
two points after it jump-off at the
tup of the key.
Spartan guards Chris Guenthei
and Steve Mortara hit for 12 and
to points respectively. Neither on.
of the sophomores starts but at
their present rate of improvement
things could get tight for the start.
ing roles in the Spartan backcourt
Alex Boyd meshed 31 point!., the Wolfpack as his hot shooting and erractic play of the Spat Lois kept things close for ill,
tirsi half at least. SJS led by only
four points 40-36 at intermission
Lending support were Spartans
Dick Groves who finished with 13
points and Bernie Veasey turned in
his usual good performance scoring the same amount.
The 6-6 Veasey has shown
shades of Joe Ellis coming off the
bench to pick up the team; Veasey’s defense is awesome at times.1
_
_

JUST BOR
297-5707
PROV I

nerismber 11,

4SPA RT tX

Suggested for
GENERAL
audiences.

Tlw Bride zvas radiant.

1 meet. Doug Hills, junior, will com1 pete as first man for the Spartans in the free exercise.
Joe Sweeney will compete in
the all around along with Steve
Shigemoto. Sweeney is strong in
the high bar, parallel bars, and
long horse. Shingemoto will be
strong in the rings, and high bar.
Spartan side horse hopes rest on
Steve Sunset and Rich Havstad.
San Fernando will rely heavily
on twa former city championship
ptrformers
from Venice High
School, Juan Sanchez and Bob
Madena. Rich Grigsby and Steve
Radomski are also great gymnasts.
"Cal will be tough again this
week," said Peavy. "They dominoted the Sacramento Invitational
last week and took two or three
places in every event." Cal is led
by Garry Diamond.
SJS captured only one medal at
Sacramento last. week, and that
by Joe Sweeney. Sweeney took a
third in the high bar.
Peavy looks for a great deal of
improvement in the coming weeks. $
"The season is still very young tt
and we are a young team that will
show improvement as the season
moves along."

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL BOXOEFICE OR BY MAIL
CENTRAL BOXTIFFICE LOCATED
AT CENTURY 21 THEATRE
OPEN DAILY
11:00 TO 9:00 P.M.

Diamonds added brilliance to the modiamonds
ment they exchanged ows
from Proctor’s outstanding selection ot
finest wedding and engagement rings. It
must be rightand it will be right if it’s
from Proctor’s.
NO MONEY DOWN

PERFORMANCE 0.10 PRICE SChE01.1..E
thru Thursday
M
$2.00
12.50
at BOO MB
1.0110a, Ems
Fol. Sm.
S3.50 & S2 50
at II:30 PM
Sunday
at 2,0J PM
S2 BO & S2 00
smsdnasem Mamma.
32.50 & PI BO
at 30 PM
Mst.
MiDlitlOy
Sm. Sur 6
S2.110 &SR 00
m 1:30 PIA
Molldays
113.60 & S2 SO
at 7:00 PM

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

3,Dinteett4

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
THEATRE GROUPS
Please Call 296.1263

coefelcA

CENTURY
- 2.;"

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
307 TOWN &COUNTRY VILLAGE
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. Evenings

246-152.5

How Would You Like To
WIN
A Posh All Expense One Week

SKI VACATION AT
SUN VALLEY IDAHO

Z:
Z:

Anyone can turn a
radio on ... but
when a radio
turns you ON !

IT’S
KSJS
90.7 MEG.
TUNI.;
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DENNIS FRANK &

FISH AND CHIPS
"ITALIAN STYLE"
That’s right. Italian style. The Spartan House
makes their fish and chips from the choicest
filet of sole and special -cut russet potatoes. both
deep fried to a golden brown. The difference is
that Spartan House adds genuine Italian sour
dough bread and butter. This gives Spartan

Win an all expense paid
holiday for two in fabulous Sun Valley, Idaho.
Flying roundtrip first
class via Western Airlines. The winners will
enjoy their one week
stay in a luxurious $52,
000 Condominium apartment. Meals will be provided by any one of nine
Sun Valley dining spots.

Also included, complete
use of all lifts, daily Ski
instruction, morning and
transport.
afternoon,
tion to and from slopes,
plus the use of Sauna,
and two heated swimming pools. Drop by the
shop and fill out an entry blank. Consolation
prizes, for some of the
unlucky losers include:
Fischer Skis, and Lange
Boots.

No Purchase
Necessary

Featuring Top
Qualify Rentals

INCLUDES

Douse Fish and Chips a special added goodness
that’s bard to find anywliere else. Good show.
pai.sano!

cpartatt

LARRY BARTHOLOMEW
Featuring the new STONES album:

"BEGGERS BANQUET"
MitYrirli’INYINM.J.MiitTitrIntratrgarlinn

150
San Carlos
(corner of 4,th St.)
292-2810

Sales
287-5363
tr,c4sAtoso,..ssfetoscsatoscoso.w.

800 So. Bascom
San Jose, Calif.
California’s Outstanding Ski Specialists

Rentals
286-4848
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Arts Writer

With the hundreds of albums
released prior to the Christmas
holidays, a reviewer cannot discuss them all but must pick out
the exceptionally good or the
exceptionally bad for notice.
"Who Knows Where the Time
Goes," by Judy Collins, belongs
to the former category. demonstrating again the clear, soaring
voice which has characterized
her earlier recordings.
Renaissance
Follovving
the
beauty of her "Wildflowers" album is a difficult task, like
trying to top "Sergeant Peppers." Like the Beatles. she
doesn’t try, but instead takes a
new direction, abandoning the
orchestral arrangements for an
electric band which includes on
most tracks, Steven Stills of
Buffalo Springfield.
With the advent of multiple
record releases "Who Knows
Where the Time Goes" is unusual, having only nine tracks
on one disk. What Miss Collins
lacks in quantity, however, she
more than makes up for in quality. "Who Knows Where the
Time Goes," the title song written by Sandy Denny, is a plaintive question, dear to the hearts
of those who are quickly approaching thirty.
Judy continues her association
with the poetry and songs of
Leonard Cohen, recording two
on this album, the country and
western "Bird on the Wire,’’
and the Biblical "Story of Issac."
The latter reminds one of
"Wildflowers" with it simple or-

gun and arpeggio harpsichoid
accompanyment.
Hooray,"
by
Rolf
"liello
Kempf, introduces the album, beginning with simple accoustic
guitar and after a few bars
jumping into the heasy base
hich characterline and beat
izes the rest of the mcorcl.
This reviewer’s choice for the
best Clit iS one by Judy herself,
"Nly Father," written just prior
to her father’s death. Judy has
proven to be a first-rate song
writer with this song and "Since
You Asked," "Sky Fell" and "Albatross"
from "Wildflowers.’’
For this song, she puts down her
guitar and plays electric piano.
On both "Hello Hooray" and
"My Father," Judy utilizes her
voice as a solo instrument as
well as a vehicle for the words.
Her version of Ian Tyson’s
"Someday Soon" has been receiving a lot of play by EN!
stations and some people are
hoping to see it released as a
single, On this cut and Bob Dylan’s "Pair Immigrant," the
backup group is augmented with
an electric steel guitar.

DON \ X
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Guaranteed to put a smile on
your face and leave yuu with
happy tears. SJS’ opening production of "Carnival" Friday
night was worth cvery bit of
applause it received,
The combined effects of a
strong singing and acting east.
excellent musical direction, acrobatics, puppets. animal tricks
and stilt walking, lealistically
made the play about a brokendown carnival a success.
Special mention should be
given to C a t erine Morgan
l Lily ) who demonstrated a beautiful talent in singing and an
ability in reaching high notes
with quality.
Good acting was displayed by
Paul Myrvold (Paul), whose
stiff leg kept him "out of step
with the world." Doubling as a
fine singer too, 14Iyrvold musically told in the song, "I’ve Got
To Find a Reason," how his
puppets were not enough.
Norman Russell (Marco the
Magnificent) who portrayed the
villian-lover in the play, and
pei (Rosalie)
Karen Black
formed well also. although at
times Russell could have sung
louder.
Russell and Miss Black did an
especially good job in singing
and acting in the song, ’’Always,
Always You."
Even though Dan Balestrero
(Jacquot) didn’t sing in the
play, he should be cortunended
on his fine acting and mastering
his lines with a French accent.
The 36 piece orchestra. directed by Dwight Cannon, did a
good job in musically setting the
moods of "Carnival" by performing over 25 numbers including
the ever-popular song, "Dive
Makes the World Go Round."
"Carnival" will open again tonight at 8:15 in the college
theatei,
rine

The album also contains "First
Boy I Loved" by Robin Williamson of the Incredible String
Band and the traditional "Pretty Polly" which she and pianist
Michal Sahl have adapted and
arranged for the rock backup. The latter song will prove
a disappointment for those who
liked her earlier folk -oriented
albums. Somehow title track
seems overdone. New directions
demand new songs, and this
is the only’ track on the album
that falls short.
-

Folksinger Joan Baez

"The Savage Eye," produced,
and directed by Ben

written

Maddow !The Asphalt Jungle).
will be shown today at 3:30 and
7 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium on the last of the Classic
Film Series, sponsored by the
College Union Program Board
and the Audio/Visual Service
Center.
Half -documentary. half - fantasy, "The Savage Eye" fuses

PUPPETEERS Dan Balestrero (Jacquoil and Paul Myrvold (Paul)
in a scene from the play, "Carnival" which will open again tonight at 8:15 in the college theater and will run through Saturday.
_

ESCAPE
Escape your daily dinner doldrums in a truly creative way.
Move up out of the ordinary
to the only Indonesian Cafe in
the area. You will enjoy such
exotic dishes as:
Gado-Gado
Nasi Karnes
Ajar,. Djania r
Be our

guests tonight.

Cale Yhdoneifia
Closed Mon. & Tues.
445 W. San Carlos
Phone 297.9910

WEAR THE "CHARGER"
BY PACIFIC TRAIL

The SJS Music Department
will perform Handel’s "Messiah"
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in the San
Jose Civic Auditorium.
Proceeds will go Iowan] providing scholarships covering tuition and fees to SJS Music students.
An annual Christmas tradition, the "Messiah" summarizes
the Biblical story of man’s redemption through the passion of
the Lord and features a 360
voice chorus and powerful solos.
Two SJS choruses will perform. The combined Mens’ and
Womens’ glee clubs will be di-

rected by Dr. Brent Heisinger,
a.ssociate professor of music, and
the A Cappella Choir, and general chorus will be under the
baton of William Erlendson, professor of music.

Actionwear with a flair! Vaierproof nylon, sparked with accent
beading and warmed with Acrilan deep pile. Handsome standup collar stores the waterproof hood. Completely reversible.
Wash ’n wear for easy-care. Curry, Aztec gold, camel, oyster,
turquoise, avocado, teal, navy. Sizes S, M, L, XL . . . $20.00
(Also available in "longs" and -extra- sizes.)

1401
zit

tkorld.

There is no actual dialogue in
the film: the woman, played by
Barbara Baxley. carries on a
s t re:, n -of -consciousness dialogue
;1’ her conscience.
,th tn..

For Reservations

S. First

Phone 292-1266

Attila

_

KING
SALMON

Whenever you’re off and flying in Western America,
Western Airlines offers you a way to save money.
Lots of it.
If you haven’t reached your 22nd birthday and
hold an Airline Youth Identification Card (available
from Western or any other airline), you’re set for
flying on a standby basis. It’s a rare flight where
you’ll be left standing by, but you save 50cYo.
That’s one-half off the regular Coach fare.
In other words, you can fly round trip for the
price of one way.
ANCHORAGE
So whenever you’re headed home or off to a
CORDOVA
KENAI
big game, go withWestern.All over the map.
HOMER
KODIAK

YAKUTAT
JUNEAU
KFTCHIKAN

For information, contact our campus
rep., Rick Firth, at 148 E. William, -;--12
or call 293-0551.

nlarliiiez
CALGARY/BANFF

nien.s wear
open mon.-fri. till 0 p.m. tip until Christmas
\Taster Charge

Fir,t National

liaiikAmericartl

MINNEAPOLIS/
GREAT FALLS
ST. PAUL
HELENA
BILLINGS
BUTTE
W YELLOWSTONE
SHERIDAN
SIOUX
IDAHO FALLS
RAPI CITY
FALLS
POCATELLO
CHEYENNE

VANCOUVER

saliilateil parking

SEATTLE /TACOMA
PORTLAND

SACRAMENT
SAN FRANCISCO
OAKLAND

WILL SAVE REVIEW TIME
Ietteptpette4

extraordinary images of the real
%mild, the seamier side of life in
Los Angeles, with the philosophical allegories of a young
divorcee. bruised by recent experitnee, who is slowly coming
to terms with herself and the

Good news
for Spartans
on the go

Spat:watt

SJS Music Department To Perform
Handel’s Messiah at San Jose Civic

nut.1.-1

irlay.s f er t he perfect’ ti me to t(ekt, t he, family
let,
out to dinner. lere. in our relmving atmosphere. yen’
can en joy sizzl ing steaks or sum fa emus seafoods serred
for a memorable occasion. Reserve your table early.

"iiktIk46

Business office behind the Spartan Bookstore. Adertission is $2.

N.7

. . . for any
oceasion

PACIFIC
TRAIL

FOLKS1NGER Joan Baez, above, will make her first concert appearance at SJS Saturday evening af 8:15 in the Men’s Gym.
Tickets for Baez performance are available in the Student Affairs

%UT

Allegorical ’Savage Eye’
To Close Classic Films

’Carnival’ Off With a Whirl

tt itc

1 ’Vat

, Tlecemlu.r 11

W. sl

Reviewer Finds

RENO

DENVER

PALM SPRINGS
LOS ANGELES,
LONG BEACH NTARI PHOENIX
SAN DIEGO

Accent as you study
USE READ-TIIRU COLOR"’ tgan.giot=r
"
or lcc

R14#11NE(,)1!.

ikceeft"
cpartan gooketore
"
" hl

WESTERN AIRLINES
INTERNATIONAL
now more than everthe only way to fly

MEXICO
CITY
ACAPULCO

1B

Wednesday, December 11, 196a

liss4IPARTAN DAILY

Spartaguide
TODAY
Peace Corps Placement Test"’
10:30 a.m. SD227; 12:30 p.m. -1
C11354; 3:30 p.m. JC224.
Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., 529 S. 10th ,
St. Special meeting for Christmas
planning session. Everyone welcome.
Advertising Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Home Economics Lounge, Film:
"1A’hy Man Creates."
Student California Teachers Association. 2:30 and 3:30 p.m., ED
100. Nlock interview given by two
representatives from the Union
School District. All education stu-

dents should come to find out what
a real interview is like.
OASIS, 12:15 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium, Third series of
current issue debates. Topic: "Resolved: That Law and Order Is a
Racist Conspiracy."
Delta Phl Delta, 7:30 p.m., A139
I Art Fraternity).
Circle K. 5:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
Spaghetti Feed, 11:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth
St. Price: 40 cents.
Social Justice Series, 7:30 p.m.,
Newman Center. Tonight’s topic:
"Distribution of Societies’ Goods

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:

COM BLOW
YOUR MIND!

r
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E
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on the 35-minute non-competitive
Peace Corps Modern Language
Aptitude Test
Wednesday through Friday
Register at Peace Corps Booth
on Seventh Street this week.

E
=
=
F..
_

and the Individual’s Right
Them."
t4IS Ski Club. Purchase tickets
for Friday’s first ski trip to the
mountains at the Student Affairs
Business Office, Bldg. R.
TOMORROW
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MI1233.
Nomination, tonight.
Peace Corps Placement Teat.
10:30 rm.. N111323: 12:30 p.m., JC224: 3:30 p.m., JC22.1.
Theology Workshop, 7:30 p.m.,
Newman Center. Discussion topics
I led by Bob Wilhelm, director of
religious education at Newman.
Young Democrats, 3:30 p.m., NI,
,’ 160. Discussion of YD state convention in San Jose Jan. 3-5.
Peace Corps Coffee Hour, 8-10
p.m.. Cafeteria A and B. Everyone
welcome.
Rho Epsilon, 7:30 p.m., First
American Title Co., 675 N. First
t4t. Installation of officers. Speakr Walter P. Ward, manager of
Vallco Commercial and Industrial
Park.
French Club, 1:30 p.m., ED100
A 30 minute film on French paint-

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
INN

folekte0,1
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It Boggies the Brain.

.
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NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH DISCOUNTS
AT
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lir, EVERY NITE
-olitiv-suNDAY

-SAT.-940-6

in To
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SAVINGS
_. ,UNBELIEVABLE
_
ALL FAMOUS MAKES BOOTS - PANTS - PARKAS1
GET
____ BEST
_______ SELECTION!
__ _ _____

FAMOUS FRENCH IMPORT p
:-:.

XIM

SKI PANTS

.

..

.
/

41/1

/

J

-,

9

99; Titott

, .1 !’

.
I

IS GROUP ’ ran
WOMEN’S-Req. S49.50, Sizes II
77
to 20. Extra Short, Shorts, Regu .P_ILPAER"
USW
FOR
!ors, Longs.
to 9.99 ..........
MEN’S-Req. 855. Sizes 28 to 40 ENTAL ...
WE PROMISED NOT
TO PUBLISH NAMES
TO PROTECT FRANFAMOUS BRAND
yCosutSLELowEAALNSTRS.
Lace Boob
II
,te29.
Values to 49.50 .
’ *.. -...’.
SEVERAL PAIRS
FAMOUS BRAND
ONE GROUP OF

c 14490

--,,,k ,

.

,.,.,,

RAND NEW I

BOOTS
STRETCH PANTS I BUCKI_E
99
99

EPDXY SKIS

SWISS 8 AUSTRIAN
NEWEST FINEST CON.
lhE PROMISED NOT TO
STRUCTION. OUT PER. i FAMOUS MAKE
FORMS M f. T A L SKIS WE CAN’T PUBLISH 9 907 sillaeqt,:, PUBLISH THE NAMES.
EVERY WAY. MADE FA. THE NAME
24 00 Former Rentals Incl
MOJS BY
499
TANANA
rRNEEN c5 HM Ai ml. Lp oCaRTOs U. P
FAMOUS BRAND
Reg. 109.A.. 441/
AMERICAN & FRENCH

sm pARKAs

METAL SKIS

’

WE MADE A TERRIFIC
SUY ON THESE SUPERB
METAL SKIS WE HAVE
A FULL R ANGE OF
SIZES BUT SUPPLY LIM!TEO.
HURRY!
Rea 119.50

6 999 r

TURTLE
NECK
T.SHIRTS

1PARKAS. sa976

-99 PARKAS
TO

14.91

Some irregulars

GLOVES

I 99 I TocuEs
HATS

THERMAL
UNDER.
WEAR.
Top, Bet.

99
ea.

6R eorio.

3 99

1 NYLON SHELL
BOY’S 8 GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

599

SWEATERS
FAMOUS
MAKES

to 19.91

AFTER
SKI
BOOTS

799
ii, UP

,.i..lilt..111.f2,2-JCIL.L.11:LitAALLUZZALLUM:RyLiwill..0.1;;I

Lill.- i sikl _0;iti_ A .4.s us
ALL RoDs_REELs 1 opp
MITCHELL - ST. CROIX

PENN - QUICK - RODDY -- PREUGER -- SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND All TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED - HURRY

COLLECTORS PARADISE

Y1E BUY -SELL -TRADE -RENT
S - ’’’’,,‘.: .7;:.‘,::,::. I,,, ’,’":1’’’’ "

LIN

WE TRADE -RENT-BUY
GUNS ,tiiii.1 ,4sir
IrOgrimmuNmoN

Hand Guns All Types
from 8.88
GUNS
GUN CASES from 1.99
GUN RACKS from 2.99
SHOTGUNS from 29.99
RIFLES
from 19.99

II
CIE

FINAL REDUCTION
ON ALL FLOOR
MODELS & RENTALS

FRIDAY (Dec. IS)
Nlajors: BS/NIS
Haskins &
Acctg.
Weyerhourier f’o. Majors: BA/
Ind. Tech., Lib Arts; Bus. Acctg.
San Francisco ChM Service C’ommission. Nlajors: Bus. Admin.,
Recr., P.E., Education, Sociology,
Science, Engr.
Young Women’s Chrlsthus Association. Majors: BS ’MS Soc. Sri.,
Behavorial Sci., Recr., P.E., Education, Liberal Arts.
Raytheon Co. Nlajors: RS/Bus.
Mgmt., NIF3A.

Reservations fur the Ski Club’s
trip to Reno and Slide Mountain
this weekend must he made by 4
p.m. today in the Student Affairs
Business Office.
Cost of the trip will be $29 for
ski club members and $35 for nonmembers. The price includes bus
transportation, lodging, lift tickets
and three meals.
The bu.s will leave Fourth and
San Carlos Streets Friday at 6
p.m. and return Sunday evening.
No seats will be sold on the bus.
_ -

1/21
TENTS
OFF

$21

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Special Student Rental Rates
Throe months rental applies to purchase price of ny
machine if you decide fo buy.
We also rent electric’, portable and standard.

3 months
manual

can jo..se Typewriter Co.
24 South Second

Established 1900

293-6383

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 1
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
SKI BEAR VALLEY. $4 weekdays - $6
weekends. Refreshing. beautiful, excellent slopes for all skiers.
NEW FLIGHT CLUB. Two airplanes,
limited membership at special rates.
Instructon available. Call after 5 p.m.
298-1978 or 259-4555.
PLEASE RETURN MY RUGS to backyard of 440 S. Ilth.

.ocds and metals Eurn FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. 442 S.
SKIIS!!
287.3996. V2 block from cam
peen Man.,,a,ture. 3 typPs. All sites. 5th.
Wholesale $25470. Call Tina 287-4898. pus. $37.50 month.
2 TURNED -ON GUYS looking for place
to live next semester, preferably house
HELP WANTED 14)
with other far out people. Call 287.
4986 immediately.
STUDENTS
We have pari-time openings in our new
necesexperience
reLNE la
San Jose office. No
sary. Flexible hours. For interview call
287-1728.
LOST CAT recently pregnant. 400 b!ock
WANTED PARTTIME Walter. Must So. 10th. White and Tan, Blue Eyes,
speak Chinese $2/hr, 15 min from Calaco Tail. If found please call 292.
campus. Call Green Dragon Rest. 225. 6378.
5060.
COLLEGE GIRLS. Work for the S. F.
PERSONALS 17)
Chronicle in our Sunnyvale office selling
trial subscriptions. Working hours will
ENGAGED? But unsure
BECOMING
fit your schedule. Average pay is $2.25
per hour. Call for interview appoint about the diamonds? Leern about it
before any purchase. If you like, design
’,cont. 738.1518.
your own ring. Quality diamonds at
low prices. Contact Jim Self at 286HOLLING ’5)
0964. Call between 5 and 7 p.m.

MUST SELL, TICKET for SJS Ski Club
I3 -15th. $29.
r..s. 253.5243.
CLASSICAL GUITAR rstruction Robert
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
5’61.
THETA CHI Liedges vs. ATO pledges HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
maid service. On campus 237 E. San
JJ _
Campus 3:45.
Fernando off 132 N. Eth. $26.50/wk.
293-6345.
STUDENT TO SHARE I bdrm. apt. 502
AUTOMO.IVE 12)
S. 4+h. *6. Phone 297-6249.
FURNiSHED 3 room apt. for married
1957 MGA. Red, radio/heater. Good couple. Walking distance to college &
condifion. $550. Call 241-6700 after bus line. Inquire of 406 S. I 1th.
5 p.m.
I GIRL NEEDED to share with 3. Lg. 2
’66 FIAT 1500 Roadster, 5 sp. Radial bdrrn apt. Modern. 643 S. 8th. $55.
tires. $1.350’offer. Call Ron, 258-0008. 287-6028 or 294-4749. Immediately!
YAMAHA ’65 250 cc. Big Bear Scramb- TIRED OF SMOG? Move to Scotts
ler. Low mileage. $250. Jerry 293-9043. Valley. Have 2 bdrm house. secluded &
’52 PONTIAC. Excellent running con- cool. $100/monfh, no lease. Will trade
dition. $100/best offer. Call 287-5150. for SJS area house or apt. for 3. Call
438-1721 after 6 p.m. Now.
’66 PLYM. BARRACUDA V-8, Air cond,
auto ’st1c1c shif1’-buckeis-qauaes. Beau+. ROOMS FOR RENT. $45 per month.
cord. $1695 (S220 below book) Must 397 S. 1 Ifh. Call 294-6294.
TO SHARE Nice 2 bdrm apt. Male,
sell. 243.4397, Burr Clark.
BARRACUDA ’68 FASTBACK. Formula straight. $75/monfh. Cell 294.2641 after
S" engine & suspension; 4 sod; Tape 7.
deck: 4,000 mi. Show room condit. STUDIO APT. Well furnished. Cozy &
Bought new in Sept. ’68; $2,750, Call sunny. Garage. Close to campus. Available Dec. 15th. $85/mo. 252-4247,
368-7077 after 6 p.m.
1950 NASH. 4 dr.. 6 cyl. flathead en CLEAN, QUIET, CONSIDERATE, Ma
gine. stk. $50’best. Serials Dept., tura Female roommate needed to share
large duplex near campus with same.
Library or 248.6203 after 6.
Own room. $75/month. 296-0846 eve
’62 CHEVY IMPALA 327 2 dr., hdtp.
rings.
Great Condition inside & out. $875.
259-6894.
EXTRA NICE. very large room for rent.
’59 CHEVY IMPALA Convert. New Kitchen priveleges. Very nice private
enq., trans. & tires. Power steering & house. $45/month. Girls only. Privacy
& parking. 259.9519.
brakes. $495. 294-6711 or 292-6767.
’65 TRIUMPH T-100 SC, 500cc, 10,000
mi. New pistons. rings, valve guides.
battery, clutch. tires, gears. Excl. cond.
$795. 293-9607. Terry.
’59 CHEVY Bel Air. V8. Auto. Good
shape. $295. Call 294-8213 after 6 p.m.
Ask for R
’56 CHEVY. S300. Excl. condition. Call
144 2015 after 6 p.m.

EXP. STENO WANTS TYPING at home
or your offire durnq vacation. Reason
able. 266-7186 after 6:00 p.m.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 2I/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.
DRESS MAKING and restyling, also
Chinese Cheunq Sam. Student rates.
Call Mrs. Doris Lau 287-3048.
1..WWWWWW11111.

SERVICES lin
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Eloc.
trio. Masters - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg. 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
No contract. Call 251-2598.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 243
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term
papers etc Call 258.4335
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area. IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948-1781.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED
Have work for part-time janitor. Hair
cuts $1.10, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effective service, the ultra -modern Barber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College. go west on Santa Clara.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married.
sharing water. George Larimors. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
TYPING, ELECTRIC, Experienced. 35c
per p,ige. 266.4527.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers. etc
experienced & fest. Phone 269-8674.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

10:30-12:30
MWF

-...i.x,

Men & Wirrens

MADE BY
? AMERICAN
FRANCONIA
ALSO FA
MOUS NAME
Wm MIA0NNNOT

Ski Club Trip
Deadline Today

Job Interviews

January graduates may sign
up for appointments in the
I Placement C’enter, 122 S. Ninth
St, Building AA. HIgnupet begin
Phi Upsilon Omicron, the Home each Tuesday before and up to
Economics
honorary
fiaternity,
the day of the interview.
will lie making Christmas stock(Dec. 11)
WEDNESDAY
ings for about 75 needy children
Colgate-Palmolive 4’0. Majors:
in the San Jose area in cooperaBS, Bus. Admin.; BS, MS Chem.
tion with Friends Outside.
Friends Outside is a volunteer E., ME, IE, EE.
Ampex Corp. Majors: BS/MS,
organization to help the families
of men serving time in state EE, NIE, 1E, Physics, Ind. Tech.
Hartford Insurance Group. Maprisons. Wives of the convicts
have organized fund-raising activi- jors: Business, Lib. Arts.
Owens-Illinois, Inc. Majors: IE,
ties to buy Christmas presents for
NIF:, IT, Bus. Mg-mt.
their childten.
S. S. Kresge Co. Majors: Any.
"They are most appreciative of
Hewlett-Piwkard Co. Nlajors:
our interest, and look forward to
receiving the partially filled stock- 13S, MS F:E, NTE.
ings in time for Christmas," said THURSDAY (Dec. 12)
Hylltusd Laboratories. Majors:
a Phi Upsilon Omicron spokesman.
The project grew out of a meal Life Sci.; Bus., Acctg., Finance,
planning assignment in Meal Man- IE.
Owentelllinobt, Ine. Majors: IE,
agement, a II om e Economies
course, the spokesman said. The ME, IT, Bus. NIgmt.
Granger Associates. Majors. BS/
purpose of the assignment is to
work with low income families, MS FIE.
Solon County. Majors: CE, Acconstructing menu.s according to
ctg.
their limited food budget.

BABYSITTING after school & wkends.
, reliable 12 yr. old., exp. & good with
1.er Jar. 2R6.4714.

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY BANKAMER1CARD, 1ST NAT. MASTER CHAR6E
WE BUY - TRADE - RENT
E
.
I
’0;4
.
I.. 1
1
_____o

Home Econ Club
Plans Christmas
Aid For Children

FOR

ALI

131

9:30-1 1:30

LET IT BE KNOWN YOUR ARE FOR
PEACE. Stern on PEACE with a PEACE
SYMBOL RUBBER STAMP. Good for
use on books. stationery & skin. Reproduces well, half dollar size. $2.25 post
paid.
WEAR A PEACE SYMBOL SWEAT
SHIRT in black navy, gray, It blue,
S.M.L. $4.40 post paid. Both from E & E
369 Crescent Ave Buffalo N Y 14214.
FENDER STRATOCASTER, case. 1/7
price, orange. Call Terry at 293-9320,
after 5 p.m.
U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pea coats, Field
jackets. Bell bottom pants, leather &
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP.
PIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet goodies. JACK,’S & PAT’S. 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Hedding St. Behveen 8th &
9th St. Free Parking. Open Set. &
Sun. Closed Mondnys.

in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Deily
Classifieds.
Send

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

NEW POTTER’S WHEELS - Wood
construction with cement flywheel and
mahogany head. $125. 297-9617.
’66 VW, Emollient. Sewing machine,
Sweeper, Hair dryer, 17 Kirk Ave. 2513847.

ervewwew

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3
4
S
6

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00-

tines
lines
lines
line

Add this
amount for
each ad&
hone! line

4

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad hers:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spicos for each line)

Two days

Three days

Four days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.903.40
3.90

5

’I

ja

Five

days

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
.1"

Print Name
Address

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcemenb (1)
0 Automotive (2)
[1 For Sale (3)

Personals (7)
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Services (8)
0 Housing (5)
1:1 host and Found (6) rj Transportation (9)
11/0,0

.......

For -Days
England Is 6---

Clts
Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTA?’ DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN HISE STATE COLLEGE, SMI 1011E, CALIF.
95114
IOW 2 days atter piecing for id le spew
I

